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AFTER
THE EVENT

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
HOST SPONSOR

Thank you for attending our #iCUSofia2018 event! We hope it
was a productive, informative and fun experience for you.
It is always a great pleasure to meet our delegates face to
face and to see so many leading industry experts under
one roof. The iCU team extends a special thank you to our
diverse and dynamic group of moderators, panellists and
keynote speakers. The topics at this event were especially
innovative and fascinating.
To the Exhibitors, thank you for displaying a variety of cutting
edge and engaging ideas which were enjoyed by all.
A final thank you is extended to our Host Sponsor VIVACOM,
Diamond Sponsor Telepoint and Gold Sponsors A1 Telekom
Austria Group, EvoSwitch and Türk Telekom International,
additional Supporting Sponsors Neterra, Interoute, CE Colo,
Ciena, Kapsch, Edgeconnex, Ribbon Communications,
SAP, Vestitel, OpenMarket and our Event Partners Arthur D.
Little, IOT Insights and Bulgarian E-commerce Association.
Without their support, this event would not be possible.

DIAMOND SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSORS

SUPPORTING SPONSORS

The iCU team thanks you for your trust and support, and we
also very much look forward to seeing you again this year.
We are in Hong Kong (11 April), Helsinki (5 June), Amsterdam
(26 & 27 September) and Frankfurt (4 December). Don’t miss
out and save the date(s) below!
Until next time,

iCU Events Team

EVENT PARTNERS
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EVENT
AT GLANCE

SPEAKERS

DOBROMIRA
BOYADJIEVA
Arthur D. Little

TEODORA
TRANOVA
Telepoint

OISIN
LUNNY
OpenMarket

DIMITER
GURDJILOV
VIVACOM

MICHAL
STEFANSKI
Google

PEDRO
PEREIRA
SAP

RAHUL
VIJAY
Uber

MARK
ACTON
CBRE

BERNHARD
PUSCH
Telstra

MATTIAS
FRIDSTRÖM
Telia Carrier

LYUBOMIR
MINCHEV
Telelink

PETER
ZIEGELWANGER
A1 Telekom
Austria Group

MILEN
NINOV
VIVACOM

BRENTON
OUGH
Touchstream

HRISTO
GEORGIEV
MobileTV.bg

IVAYLO
IVANOV
Virgin Group
Bulgaria

RICHARD
STAMVIK
Multitech

SHAHAR
STEIFF
PCCW Global

DIMITAR
DIMITROV
Oxxy Group

LYUBOMIR
RUSANOV
SuperHosting.BG

ABRAHAM
JOSEPH
IOT Insights

PARAG
MITTAL
SORACOM

YAROSLAV
GORODETSKY
CDNvideo

SŁAWOMIR
CHMIELEWSKI
Orange

GERRIT JAN
KONIJNENBERG
Cellusys IoT

EMIL
GEORGAKIEV
VIVACOM

MARK
STEWART
Bank of Telecom

JOHN
PEARSON
Evoswitch

MARK
COOPER
Megaport

PETER
HANNAFORD
Datacenter
People

DR. BÉLA
WALDHAUSER
Telehouse
Deutschland

PHILL
LAWSON-SHANKS
EdgeConneX

MARK
DALEY
Epsilon Telecommunications

ALEXANDER
GRENDEL
Interoute

DEAN
BELEV
NetIX

IRENEUSZ
PIECUCH
CMS

VIKTOR
LARIONOV
Avalanche Labs

BARAN
ERDOĞAN
Secure
Computing

NUMBERS DON ’ T LIE , &

OURS ARE HONESTLY GRE AT
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SOCIAL MEDIA
HIGHLIGHTS

POST EVENT SUMMARY | SOCIAL MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS

* To look back on Live Tweets, find us on Twitter
@iCUEvent or Facebook @iCUEventsInternational.
Don’t forget to follow us too!
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TESTIMONIALS
I really enjoyed the iCU event
in Sofia: two days of interesting
presentations, interactive
panel discussions, networking
and informal events at a great
locations. Compliments to Jing
and the main sponsor Vivacom to
make this a very fruitful business
trip. I look forward to participate
at the next iCU event in HK!

GERRIT JAN KONIJNENBERG
Cellusys IoT

I have indeed enjoyed the event.
It strikes the right balance
between Telcos, Vendors and ICT
providers. Content was rich and
the venue and agenda offered
great networking opportunities.
Looking forward to join you as a
speaker or panel moderator in the
upcoming events.

SHAHAR STEIFF
PCCW Global

The success of any event relies on the energy and environment, iCU Sofia 2018
outperformed in every measure of successful event and proved to be both insightful and
actionable with real-time business deals happening everywhere. Of course, networking
and celebrations elevated as one of the best events of 2018 so far.

The first ICU event in Sofia has
been a great success for all
the participants. It provided
meaningful insights in the plans
of all the main regional and
international telecom carriers, as
well as all the other important
participants in the ecosystem.
The event organization has
provided multiple of networking
opportunities in formal and
informal settings. We will explore
further participation opportunities
of iCU European events in the
near future as well!

LYUBOMIR MINCHEV
Telelink

You are doing a great job of
organising the event, which I have
to say I found to be very helpful
and where I met some interesting
new contacts as well as having
some enjoyable times.

PEDRO PEREIRA
SAP
W I T H E V ERY E V EN T W E G ROW. . .
And we can only do so with the help of your valuable
feedback. Please let us know how we can improve by
contacting info@icu.events

BERNHARD PUSCH
Telstra

POST EVENT SUMMARY | TESTIMONIALS
iCU Sofia 2018 was an amazing experience. With plethora of events these days, this
event stood out in my view and a must return in future. Bringing together the right fit of
speakers and audience is a challenge today and most events fall short in creating the
right value for both. iCU Sofia was structured towards addressing both with right balance.
Great place for enterprises to visit and understand more about challenges in their
business from industry experts.

I truly appreciate iCU Sofia 2018
as a unique platform to share
the views on issues facing the
telecoms sector in the time
of digital transformation. The
conference was a great chance to
meet industry professionals from
various parts of the world and
exchange ideas.

PARAG MITTAL
SORACOM
MIROSLAV PETROV
VIVACOM

#iCUSofia2018 was insightful
in regards to challenges and
opportunities for the telco
industry. Moreover plenty of
engagement, networking and fun.
Looking forward to future events.

IRENEUSZ PIECUCH
CMS

MICHAL STEFANSKI
Google

The iCU Sofia was my best
conference for years, everybody
from South Eastern Europe was
there and all were eager to do
business. For sure I will be there
next year again.

SIETSE LETTINGA
Azertelecom

We were delighted to sponsor
#iCUSofia2018 and it is a great
base to develop our relationship
with iCU events who we look
forward to working with again.

Great event with a lot of CEE
Carriers and nice opportunity to
deepen our contacts to generate
more business for Colt.

SEMIH CALISKAN
Colt Technology Services

iCU Sofia had an energetic buzz
about it, showcasing the end to
end cloud eco-system, from OTT
& famous application providers
through to the nuts and bolts
infrastructure community. The
ability to network with, share
ideas and collaborate with
new and existing partners and
customers was particularly good
as were the informative and
thought-provoking panel and
presentation sessions. A great
event.

MARK DALEY
Epsilon Telecommunications
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ATTENDING
COMPANIES
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SOCIAL
Thank you to our sponsors for providing us with unique opportunities to network & socialise.
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EVENT
GALLERY
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THANK YOU ALL!
WE ARE EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE THAT iCU IS COMING
TO THE FOLLOWING CITIES IN 2018:

HONG KONG

HELSINKI

AMSTERDAM

—

—

—

11 APRIL

05 JUNE

26 & 27 SEPTEMBER

iCU EVENTS INTERNATIONAL
+852 8170 0641 | https://icu.events/ | info@icu.events

FOL LOW US O N :

